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ABSTRACT
We study the extent to which one can distinguish primordial non-Gaussianity (NG) arising from
adiabatic and isocurvature perturbations. We make a joint analysis of different NG models
based on various inflationary scenarios: local-type and equilateral-type NG from adiabatic
perturbations and local-type and quadratic-type NG from isocurvature perturbations together
with a foreground contamination by point sources. We separate the Fisher information of the
bispectrum of cosmic microwave background temperature and polarization maps by l for the
skew spectrum estimator introduced by Munshi and Heavens to study the scale dependence of
the signal-to-noise ratio of different NG components and their correlations. We find that the
adiabatic and the isocurvature modes are strongly correlated, though the phase difference of
acoustic oscillations helps to distinguish them. The correlation between local- and equilateral-
type is weak, but the two isocurvature modes are too strongly correlated to be discriminated.
Point source contamination, to the extent to which it can be regarded as white noise, can
be almost completely separated from the primordial components for l > 100. Including
correlations among the different components, we find that the errors of the NG parameters
increase by 20–30 per cent for the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe 5-year observation,
but 5 per cent for Planck observations.
Key words: methods: analytical – methods: statistical – cosmic microwave background –
early Universe.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The statistical properties of fluctuations in the early Universe can
be used to probe the very earliest stages of its history, and provide
valuable information on the mechanisms which ultimately gave rise
to the existence of structure within it. This may include evidence
for the cosmic inflationary expansion. With the recent claim of a
detection of non-Gaussianity (NG; Yadav & Wandelt 2008) in the
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) sky maps, interest
in primordial NG has obtained a tremendous boost.
NG from the simplest inflationary models based on a single
slowly rolling scalar field is typically very small (Salopek & Bond
1990; Falk et al. 1993; Gangui et al. 1994; Acquaviva et al. 2003;
Maldacena 2003; Bartolo, Matarrese & Riotto 2006). Variants of the
simple inflationary models can lead to much higher levels of NG,
such as multiple fields (Linde & Mukhanov 1997; Lyth, Ungarelli
& Wands 2003), modulated reheating scenarios (Dvali, Gruzinov
& Zaldarriaga 2004), warm inflation (Gupta et al. 2002; Moss &
Xiong 2007) and ekpyrotic model (Buchbinder, Khoury & Ovrut
2007; Creminelli & Senatore 2007; Koyama et al. 2007).
E-mail: hikage@astro.princeton.edu
Different forms are proposed to describe primordial NG. Much
interest has focused on local-type f NL by which the NG of Bardeen’s
curvature perturbations is locally characterized (Gangui et al. 1994;
Verde et al. 2000; Wang & Kamionkowski 2000; Komatsu & Spergel
2001; Babich & Zaldarriaga 2004):
(x) = φ(x) + fNL[φ2(x) − 〈φ2(x)〉], (1)
where φ is the linear Gaussian part of . This form is motivated
by the single-field inflation scenarios and then many models predict
NG in terms of f NL (Bartolo et al. 2004a). Optimized estimators of
the bispectrum, which is the leading correlation term in the local
form, are introduced by Heavens (1998) and have been successively
developed to the point where an estimator for f NL saturates the
Crame´r–Rao bound for partial sky coverage and inhomogeneous
noise (Komatsu, Spergel & Wandelt 2005; Cabella et al. 2006;
Creminelli et al. 2006; Medeiros & Contaldi 2006; Smith & Zaldar-
riaga 2006; Creminelli, Senatore & Zaldarriaga 2007; Liguori et al.
2007; Komatsu et al. 2009; Smith, Senatore & Zaldarriaga 2009).
The local-type f NL is sensitive to the bispectrum with squeezed-
configuration triangles (k1  k2  k3). Several models in-
cluding the inflation scenario with non-canonical kinetic terms
(Seery & Lidsey 2005; Chen, Easther & Lim 2007), Dirac–Born–
Infeld models (Alishahiha, Silverstein & Tong 2004) and Ghost
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inflation (Arkani-Hamed et al. 2004) predict large NG signals in
equilateral configuration triangles (1  2  3), which is well de-
scribed with equilateral-type f NL (Babich, Creminelli & Zaldarriaga
2004).
NG arising from primordial isocurvature (entropy) perturbations
has been discussed in the context of NG field potentials (Linde &
Mukhanov 1997; Peebles 1999; Boubekeur & Lyth 2006; Suyama
& Takahashi 2008), the curvaton scenario (Lyth et al. 2003; Bartolo,
Matarrese & Riotto 2004b; Beltran 2008; Moroi & Takahashi 2009),
modulated reheating (Boubekeur & Creminelli 2006), baryon asym-
metry (Kawasaki, Nakayama & Takahashi 2009) and the axion
(Kawasaki et al. 2008). Hikage et al. (2009) first put observational
limits on the isocurvature NG using WMAP 5-year data.
In this paper, we make a joint analysis of the different NG models
to estimate the extent to which one can decode each NG information
from cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature (T) and E
polarization (E) maps obtained by WMAP and Planck. We separate
Fisher information of the CMB bispectrum by different ranges of
l to study at which angular scale each NG parameter has large
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and correlations among different NG
components weaken. This idea is based on a new estimator called
skew spectrum, which Munshi & Heavens (2010) have introduced to
measure a scale dependence of NG parameters, while the commonly
used single skewness parameter (Komatsu et al. 2005) gives a single
value averaged over all scales. The advantage of the new estimator
is that it retains information on the source of the NG, which the
commonly used one does not.
For our analysis, we adopt a set of cosmological parameters at
the maximum likelihood values for a power-law  cold dark mat-
ter (CDM) model from the WMAP 5-year data only fit (Dunkley
et al. 2009): b = 0.0432, CDM = 0.206,  = 0.7508, H 0 =
72.4 km s−1 Mpc−1, τ = 0.089, nφ = 0.961. The amplitude of
the primordial power spectrum is set to be 2.41 × 10−9 at k =
0.002 Mpc−1. The spectra of isocurvature perturbations are as-
sumed to be scale-invariant. The radiation transfer functions for
adiabatic and isocurvature perturbations are computed using the
publicly available CMBFAST code (Seljak & Zaldarriaga 1996).
This paper is organized as follows. Different NG models from
primordial adiabatic and isocurvature perturbations are introduced
in Section 2. Section 3 presents a Fisher matrix analysis of these pa-
rameters in which we estimate the corresponding error expected
from WMAP and Planck observations. Section 4 devotes to a
summary.
2 M O D E L S O F P R I M O R D I A L
N ON- GAUSSIANITY
We consider various forms to describe primordial NG from adia-
batic and isocurvature perturbations, and then provide explicit ex-
pressions for the bispectra.
2.1 Local-type adiabatic component
The bispectrum in the local-type NG form (equation 1) is written
as (e.g. Verde et al. 2000; Komatsu & Spergel 2001)
BAdi,Loc(k1, k2, k3) = 2f Adi,LocNL [Pφ(k1)Pφ(k2)
+Pφ(k2)Pφ(k3) + Pφ(k3)Pφ(k1)], (2)
where we rewrite f NL in equation (1) as f Adi,LocNL . The CMB angular
bispectra for T , E and their cross-terms are given by
b
Adi,Loc
XYZ,l1l2l3 = 2f Adi,LocNL
∫
r2dr
[
βAdiXl1 (r)βAdiY l2 (r)αAdiZl3 (r)
+βAdiXl1 (r)αAdiY l2 (r)βAdiZl3 (r) + αAdiXl1 (r)βAdiY l2 (r)βAdiZl3 (r)
]
, (3)
where X, Y and Z denote T or E, and αAdiXl and βAdiXl are defined with
the adiabatic radiation transfer function gAdiXl as
αAdiXl (r) ≡
2
π
∫
k2dkgAdiXl (k)jl(kr), (4)
βAdiXl (r) ≡
2
π
∫
k2dkPφ(k)gAdiXl (k)jl(kr). (5)
2.2 Equilateral-type adiabatic component
The bispectrum in the equilateral-type NG form is characterized by
the NG parameter f Adi,EqNL (Babich et al. 2004) as follows:
BAdi,Eq(k1, k2, k3) = 6f Adi,EqNL
{
− Pφ(k1)Pφ(k2) − Pφ(k2)Pφ(k3)
−Pφ(k3)Pφ(k1) − 2[Pφ(k1)Pφ(k2)Pφ(k3)]2/3
+ [Pφ(k1)Pφ(k2)2Pφ(k3)3]1/3 + (5 perm.)}.
(6)
The CMB angular bispectra in this form are given by
b
Adi,Eq
XYZ,l1l2l3 = 6f
Adi,Eq
NL
∫
r2dr
{
− βAdiXl1 (r)βAdiY l2 (r)αAdiZl3 (r)
−βAdiXl1 (r)αAdiY l2 (r)βAdiZl3 (r) − αAdiXl1 (r)βAdiY l2 (r)βAdiZl3 (r)
− 2δAdiXl1 (r)δAdiY l2 (r)δAdiZl3 (r)
+ [βAdiXl1 (r)γ AdiY l2 (r)δAdiZl3 (r) + (5 perm.)]
}
, (7)
where
γ AdiXl (r) ≡
2
π
∫
k2dkP 1/3φ (k)gAdiXl (k)jl(kr), (8)
δAdiXl (r) ≡
2
π
∫
k2dkP 2/3φ (k)gAdiXl (k)jl(kr). (9)
2.3 Isocurvature components
Here, we consider an isocurvature perturbation S between axion-
type CDM and radiation, which is uncorrelated with adiabatic per-
turbations, defined as
S ≡ δρCDM
ρCDM
− 3δργ
4ργ
, (10)
where ρCDM is the CDM energy density and ργ is the radiation en-
ergy density. The fractional isocurvature perturbation fS is defined
as
fS ≡ PS (k0)
Pζ (k0) + PS (k0) , (11)
where P ζ and PS represent the power spectra of ζ and S and k0 is
set to be 0.002 Mpc−1. At linear order,  (equation 1) is related to
ζ by  = (3/5)ζ . The definition of fS is same as the commonly
used parameter α (Bean, Dunkley & Pierpaoli 2006). The current
observational limit on fS is 0.067 (95 per cent confidence level) for
the axion-type isocurvature perturbation (Komatsu et al. 2009).
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Adiabatic versus isocurvature non-Gaussianity 1507
2.3.1 Local-type isocurvature component
We consider two different forms for isocurvature NG. One is the
same local form as the adiabatic one (equation 1):
S(Lin) = η + f Iso,LocNL (η2 − 〈η2〉), (12)
where η is the linear Gaussian part. The bispectrum is given by
B Iso,Loc(k1, k2, k3) = 2f Iso,LocNL [Pη(k1)Pη(k2)
+Pη(k2)Pη(k3) + Pη(k3)Pη(k1)]. (13)
The amplitude of the bispectrum is proportional to f Iso,LocNL f 2S(Lin)
where fS(Lin) represents the fractional isocurvature perturbation in
the local form:
fS(Lin) = PS(Lin)
PS
fS . (14)
We obtain the CMB bispectrum as
b
Iso,Loc
XYZ,l1l2l3 = 2f Iso,LocNL
∫
r2dr
[
β IsoXl1 (r)β IsoY l2 (r)αIsoZl3 (r)
+β IsoXl1 (r)αIsoY l2 (r)β IsoZl3 (r) + αIsoXl1 (r)β IsoY l2 (r)β IsoZl3 (r)
]
,
(15)
where αIsoXl and β IsoXl are defined with the isocurvature radiation trans-
fer function gIsoXl as
αIsoXl (r) ≡
2
π
∫
k2dkgIsoXl (k)jl(kr), (16)
β IsoXl (r) ≡
2
π
∫
k2dkPη(k)gIsoXl (k)jl(kr). (17)
2.3.2 Quadratic-type isocurvature component
When the linear Gaussian term is negligible compared with
the quadratic term, the isocurvature perturbation has a χ 2 from
(e.g. Linde & Mukhanov 1997):
S(Quad) = σ 2 − 〈σ 2〉, (18)
where σ obeys Gaussian statistics. This form has been studied in
the context of axion (Kawasaki et al. 2008) and curvaton scenarios
(Langlois, Vernizzi & Wands 2008). The bispectra are calculated as
(Komatsu 2002)
B Iso,Quad(k1, k2, k3) = 83
∫
L−1box
d3 p
(2π)3 Pσ (p)
× [Pσ (|k1 + p|)Pσ (|k2 − p|) + Pσ (|k2 + p|)Pσ (|k3 − p|)
+Pσ (|k3 + p|)Pσ (|k1 − p|)],(19)
where a finite box-size Lbox gives an infrared cut-off. To avoid
assumptions at scales far beyond the present horizon H−10 , we set
Lbox = 30 Gpc. Equation (19) is approximately given by Hikage
et al. (2009) as
b
Iso,Quad
XYZ,l1l2l3 = 2
∫
r2dr
[
β
Iso,Quad
Xl1
(r)β IsoY l2 (r)αIsoZl3 (r)
+β IsoXl1 (r)αIsoY l2 (r)β
Iso,Quad
Zl3 (r) + αIsoXl1 (r)β
Iso,Quad
Y l2 (r)β IsoZl3 (r)
]
, (20)
where
β
Iso,Quad
Xl (r) ≡
2
π
∫
L−1box
k2dkPS(Quad)(k)gIsoXl (k)jl(kr), (21)
β IsoXl (r) ≡
2
π
∫
L−1box
k2dkPσ (k)gIsoXl (k)jl(kr). (22)
The NG is proportional to f 3/2S(Quad) where fS(Quad) is the fractional
isocurvature perturbation in the quadratic form:
fS(Quad) = PS(Quad)
PS
fS . (23)
2.4 Point source component
Unmasked point sources (e.g. radio galaxies) generate an additional
NG in observed CMB maps. Assuming them to be Poisson distri-
bution, bPSXYZ,l1l2l3 is a constant.
3 FI SHER INFORMATI ON A NA LY SI S
FOR SKEW SPECTRU M
We make Fisher information analysis of the different NG com-
ponents introduced in the previous section to estimate the error
expected from WMAP, Planck and noiseless ideal observations.
The Fisher matrix for the CMB bispectrum in the weakly non-
Gaussian, all-sky limit is written as (Babich & Zaldarriaga 2004;
Yadav, Komatsu & Wandelt 2007)
F ij =
∑
l
F
ij
l , (24)
F
ij
l =
∑
2≤l1≤l2≤l
I 2l1l2l
∑
XYZ
∑
PQR
× biXYZ,l1l2l(Cov−1)
XYZ|PQR
l1l2l
b
j
PQR,l1l2l
, (25)
where i and j denote each NG component and the factor Il1l2l3 is
defined as
Il1l2l3 ≡
√
(2l1 + 1)(2l2 + 1)(2l3 + 1)
4π
(
l1 l2 l3
0 0 0
)
. (26)
The sums over XYZ and PQR are just TTT when using CMB tem-
perature maps only (T only), but are eight combinations (TTT , TTE,
TET , ETT , TEE, ETE, EET , EEE) when both CMB temperature and
E polarization maps are used (T&E). The Fisher matrix at each l,
F
ij
l , is associated with the skew spectrum estimator for the ith NG
component, S il , defined as (Munshi & Heavens 2010)
Sil =
1
2l + 1
∑
2≤l1≤l2≤l
I 2l1l2l
∑
XYZ
∑
PQR
× biXYZ,l1l2l(Cov−1)
XYZ|PQR
l1l2l
bobsPQR,l1l2l , (27)
where bobsl1l2l denotes the observed bispectrum. The relation to the
single skewness estimator S iprim (Komatsu et al. 2005) is
Siprim =
∑
l
(2l + 1)Sil . (28)
When NG is small, the covariance matrix is approximately given
by
CovXYZ|PQRl1l2l3  l1l2l3CXPl1 C
YQ
l2 C
ZR
l3
, (29)
where l1l2l3 is 6 (l1 = l2 = l3), 2 (l1 = l2, l2 = l3 or l1 = l3) and
1 (l1 	= l2 	= l3) and CXYl represents the CMB power spectrum from
purely adiabatic perturbations including observational noise NXYl :
CXYl =
2
π
∫
k2dkPφ(k)gAdiXl (k)gAdiY l (k) + NXYl . (30)
We consider three different noise/beam functions: an ideal case
without noise/beam (‘Ideal’); WMAP 5-year V+W-band co-added
map (‘WMAP5’); Planck’s expectations after two full sky surveys
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1508 C. Hikage et al.
Figure 1. Diagonal components of the Fisher matrix F iil (equation 25).
From top to bottom, the local-type adiabatic (Adi,Loc), the equilateral-type
adiabatic (Adi,Eq), the local-type isocurvature (Iso,Loc) and the quadratic-
type isocurvature (Iso,Quad) components are plotted. Left-hand panels are
for T map only, but right-hand panels are for T&E maps. Noise/Beam is for
Ideal (solid), WMAP5 (dotted) and Planck observations (dashed).
for 14 months (‘Planck’) using all of nine frequency channels.
Noise is assumed to be homogeneous white noise and NXYl = 0
when X 	= Y . Noise/beam is co-added at each l with the inverse
weight of the noise variance in each frequency band or differen-
tial assembly. Planck’s noise/beam information is obtained from
http://www.rssd.esa.int/Planck. The fraction of sky f sky is set to be
1 in this analysis.
Fig. 1 shows the diagonal component of the Fisher matrix F iil
(equation 25). It represents the square of S/N [(S/N)2] for ith NG
component at l without correlations among different NG compo-
nents. The local adiabatic component increases in proportion to l at
l > 20. The equilateral one is more flat using temperature spectrum
only, while it grows more rapidly including E polarization. The
results can be explained as follows: the local-type adiabatic NG
is sensitive to the bispectrum with squeezed-shape triangles (l1 
l2  l). As the bispectrum b(l1, l2, l3) is roughly proportional to
Cl1Cl2 + Cl2Cl3 + Cl3Cl1 , the (S/N)2 of a squeezed-shape bispec-
trum is b(l1, l2, l)2/Cl1Cl2Cl ∝ (Cl1Cl)2/(Cl1C2l ) = Cl1 , which is
insensitive to l. The number of squeezed triangles significantly con-
tributing to (S/N)2 increases very slowly by l. Actually 80 per cent
of (S/N)2 come from the bispectrum with l1 less than 20 for l = 500,
22 for l = 1000 and 25 for l = 1500. In consequence, Fl increases
with the factor I 2l1l2l3 , which is proportional to l. The equilateral-type
NG is sensitive to the equilateral-shape bispectrum, the (S/N)2 of
which changes as b2l,l,l/C3l ∝ Cl. The temperature spectrum CTTl is
roughly proportional to l−2 at small l and more steeply decreases as
∝ l−4 at l > 1000. The decrement is well cancelled in Fl because
the number of triangles increases in proportional to l2 and the factor
I 2l1l2l3 ∝ l. Including the E polarization spectrum, which has differ-
ent scale dependence as CTEl ∝ l−1 and CEEl is nearly constant at
l < 1000, Fl grows more rapidly.
The isocurvature NGs are sensitive to squeezed-shape bis-
pectra as the local-type adiabatic one, but the (S/N)2 becomes
(bIsol1,l2,l)2/CAdil1 CAdil2 CAdil ∝ (CIsol /CAdil )2, which decreases as l−4. In-
cluding the scale dependence of the factor I 2l1l2l3 ∝ l, Fl of isocurva-
ture modes is proportional to l−3 as shown in Fig. 1. The majority of
the signal of the isocurvature components in temperature maps come
from the large-angular scale (l < 100), where isocurvature perturba-
tions produce larger CMB fluctuations than adiabatic perturbations.
A phase difference in acoustic oscillations between adiabatic and
isocurvature modes provides a distinct signature seen around l ∼
300, which is important particularly when polarization maps are
included.
Table 1 lists the values of the diagonal components of the Fisher
matrix summed over l up to 2500, at which Planck estimates are
Table 1. Diagonal components of the Fisher matrix F ii summed up to l = 2500. The different noise/beam for WMAP5,
Planck and Ideal are considered.
Adi,Loc Adi,Eq Iso,Loc Iso,Quad
WMAP5 (T only) 2.7 × 10−3 (f Adi,LocNL )2 7.2 × 10−5 (f Adi,EqNL )2 2.9 × 10−4[f 2S(Lin)f Iso,LocNL ]2 6.8 × 103f 3S(Quad)
Planck (T only) 3.7 × 10−2 (f Adi,LocNL )2 2.3 × 10−4 (f Adi,EqNL )2 3.1 × 10−4[f 2S(Lin)f Iso,LocNL ]2 7.6 × 103f 3S(Quad)
Ideal (T only) 9.0 × 10−2 (f Adi,LocNL )2 3.4 × 10−4 (f Adi,EqNL )2 3.1 × 10−4[f 2S(Lin)f Iso,LocNL ]2 7.7 × 103f 3S(Quad)
WMAP5 (T&E) 3.0 × 10−3 (f Adi,LocNL )2 7.5 × 10−5 (f Adi,EqNL )2 3.1 × 10−4[f 2S(Lin)f Iso,LocNL ]2 7.2 × 103f 3S(Quad)
Planck (T&E) 5.8 × 10−2 (f Adi,LocNL )2 4.8 × 10−4 (f Adi,EqNL )2 8.9 × 10−4[f 2S(Lin)f Iso,LocNL ]2 2.6 × 104f 3S(Quad)
Ideal (T&E) 3.6 × 10−1 (f Adi,LocNL )2 2.9 × 10−3 (f Adi,EqNL )2 3.9 × 10−3[f 2S(Lin)f Iso,LocNL ]2 1.3 × 105f 3S(Quad)
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Adiabatic versus isocurvature non-Gaussianity 1509
enough saturated. The result of the adiabatic local NG from temper-
ature only maps is consistent with the previous work by Komatsu
& Spergel (2001), which has 3.4 × 10−3 f 2NL for WMAP and 3.8 ×
10−2 f 2NL for Planck (the details depend on the assumed cosmology
and beam/noise properties). When the information of E polariza-
tion is included, the total Fisher matrix F = (S/N)2 becomes four
times larger in the ideal case. This is consistent with the result of
Babich & Zaldarriaga (2004) showing that S/N is twice better with
E polarization included.
Fig. 2 shows the cross-correlation coefficient rl defined as rl ≡
F
ij
l /(F iil F jjl )1/2. The local-type adiabatic and isocurvature compo-
nents are strongly correlated, but the phase difference of acoustic
Figure 2. Cross-correlation coefficients r ijl ≡ F ijl /(F iil F jjl )1/2 where i and j denote the local-type adiabatic (Adi,Loc), the local-type isocurvature (Iso,Loc),
the equilateral-type adiabatic (Adi,Eq), the quadratic-type isocurvature (Iso,Quad) and the point source (PS) components. The left of each panel is temperature
T only; the right is T&E, including E polarization. Noise/Beam is for Ideal (solid), WMAP5 (dotted) and Planck observations (dashed).
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1510 C. Hikage et al.
oscillations weakens the correlation, as seen especially around l ∼
200. The correlation between the local-type and the equilateral-type
components becomes weak at l > 100. The two isocurvature compo-
nents with scale-invariant spectra are almost completely correlated
at all scales. This is explained as follows: if all of the spectra of
η (equation 12), σ (equation 18) and S(Quad) are scale-invariant,
their isocurvature bispectra (equations 15 and 20) have same config-
uration dependence and thereby their cross-correlation coefficient
is unity. When σ is assumed to be scale-invariant spectrum, the
power spectrum of S(Quad) has an additional scale-dependent fac-
tor log (kLbox) (see equation 38 in Hikage et al. 2009). The effect
is, however, very small and r is still close to unity.
The correlation with the point source component is very weak
for l > 100.
Fig. 3 shows 1σ error contours (Crame´r–Rao bound) for a pair of
NG parameters for WMAP5 (T only), Planck (T only) and Planck
(T&E). The errors expected from WMAP5 (T&E) is almost same
as those from WMAP5 (T only). The rest of NG parameters other
than the two plotted are fixed to be zero. The local-type adiabatic
and isocurvature components are correlated with the correlation
coefficient r = 0.43 for WMAP5, r = 0.23 for Planck T only, r =
0.20 for Planck T&E when l is summed up to 2500. We see that
the local-type and the quadratic-type scale-invariant isocurvature
components are difficult to be differentiated even using Planck data.
The local-type and the equilateral-type adiabatic components are
weakly correlated (r = 0.12 for WMAP5, r = 0.17 for Planck
T only, r = 0.22 for Planck T&E), which is consistent with the
previous work (Babich et al. 2004). The point source component is
almost uncorrelated with the other primordial components (r < 0.08
for WMAP5 and r < 0.03 for Planck), which is consistent with the
previous work (Komatsu & Spergel 2001). Table 2 lists the errors of
the NG parameters without and with correlations among all of other
parameters except for the quadratic-type isocurvature component.
Polarization maps are found to be very important to constrain the
isocurvature NG as well as adiabatic NG. The increase of the errors
due to the correlations mainly between adiabatic and isocurvature
modes is 20–30 per cent for WMAP5, but less than 5 per cent for
Planck observations.
Figure 3. 1σ error contours of a pair of NG parameters expected from WMAP5 T only (solid circles), Planck T only (dotted circles) and Planck T&E (dashed
circles). The isocurvature fraction is a non-negative value and thereby the area with negative values of fS(Quad) is shaded. The rest of NG parameters other than
the two plotted are fixed to be zero.
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Table 2. 1σ errors of each NG parameter from the joint analysis of all of the
NG components except for the quadratic-type isocurvature components. The
values without parentheses denote the limits with other parameters fixed,
but those with parentheses denote the limits including the correlations such
that the other parameters are marginalized.
WMAP5 Planck
T only T only T&E
f
Adi,Loc
NL 19 (23) 5.2 (5.5) 4.1 (4.3)
f 2S(Lin)f
Iso,Loc
NL 59 (82) 57 (62) 34 (35)
f
Adi,Eq
NL 117 (149) 66 (71) 46 (48)
bPS[10−28] 438 (441) 0.13 (0.13) 0.024 (0.024)
4 SU M M A RY
We have presented a detailed analysis of the possibility of ex-
tracting information about NG from various inflationary models.
We consider four different types of primordial NG models: local-
type adiabatic, equilateral-type adiabatic, local-type isocurvature
and quadratic-type isocurvature models together with point source
contamination. The adiabatic and the isocurvature modes are corre-
lated, but the difference in the phase of the corresponding acoustic
oscillations breaks the degeneracy. The local-type and quadratic-
type scale-invariant isocurvature components are difficult to sepa-
rate even using Planck data. The correlation between the local-type
and the equilateral-type adiabatic modes is weak. The point source
(white noise) contamination does not pose a threat as it is uncor-
related with any of the f NL parameters, although a high-resolution
experiment will be more suited to get rid of such contamination.
Our results are based on noise models from WMAP and Planck and
we compare them to ideal noise-free and all-sky reference obser-
vations. The increase of the error for the non-Gaussian parameters
due to the correlations is 20–30 per cent for WMAP5 and 5 per cent
for Planck.
Secondary anisotropies other than point sources can contam-
inate the estimation of primordial NG. The cross-contamination
of various inflationary contributions against secondaries such as
Sunyaev–Zeldovich effect or integrated Sachs–Wolfe effect which
are potentially observable with Planck data will be present else-
where.
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